
This Checklist can be used to conduct business process analysis manually and collect required inputs in a series of interviews 

and workshops with stakeholders, executors and participants of the process. This type of analysis is influenced by the 

interviewee’s subjective opinions, lack of knowledge or lack of data-based validation techniques.

If you are looking for cost reduction of the AS-IS process analysis and accurate data-based insights that reduce human errors 

in the analysis, an alternative method is to use automated business process analysis software Minit.

◻    It generates understandable process maps in a fast and efficient manner, based on data available in your system(s). 

◻    Minit process maps contain fact-based insights into your process, all its nuances, statistical information, variants, 

      process exceptions, unusual transactions, bottlenecks, deviations, and potential risks in processes.

◻    The software also provides an animation of the process flow over time, to allow analysts to understand the dynamics 

      of the business processes, making it easier to improve and to automate using a BPMS tool.

◻    Software capabilities also include analysis of the process performance, ability to measure the cost or money flow 

      within the process, automatically clone the analysis with a fresh set data, automatically compare processes, measure 

     influencer metrics and much more.

www.minit.io

Find more answers here: www.minit.io

Define the name of the process.

Define the confines of the process.

Define first and the last event of the process – when and why it starts and ends

Define goals and purposes of the process.

(Example: Successfully and quickly solved customer care ticket.)

Use Minit Business Process Analysis Template to capture business process requirements from Stakeholders.

Define owner of the process.

Define executers and participants of the process. 

Note: We recommend using Minit Business Process Analysis Template to capture the business process details and ensure the 

correct problems for the business are being solved. 
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Define what process results (outputs) is necessary to get.

Example: Certain time spent for a particular phase of the process (e.g. opening of a new bank account etc.) with certain 

commercial revenue. The satisfied client informed about new business offers and ready to recommend your company 

to other persons. 

Is there an existing blueprint of the process? Is it up to date?

Define necessary steps of the process (workflow).

What should be done form the process start to the achievement of the goal.

Conduct workshop with process executers and participants.

Assign executers and participants of the process to the respective process steps.

Define the necessary result of each step.

Define what quantitative/qualitative performance measurements are used for each stage.

Define what quantitative/qualitative performance measurements are used for the whole process.

Define what reporting standards are used to track and analyse key operational metrics.

Research circumstances and environment which influence the performance.

Workshop with process executers and participants.

Do you have any KPI defined (even informally) for the process and its steps? Is the process in-line with them?

Example: There is a SLA defined stating that a response to service ticket should be sent in less than 8 hours 

and solved in no more than 3 days.

Define if the business process is documented and well described and if there are comprehensive descriptions 

of workflows.

Study map of the process to ensure that it is properly designed and try to find potential bottlenecks.

Make time-study of the process practice.

Assess how quickly process executors can perform each step of the process and the process as a whole.

Test process with different executors to ensure process consistency.

Define if different executers same process with same results. 

Research if the real process outputs meet required outputs.

    

Research actual bottlenecks.

Research how strong unforeseen circumstances can influence the process.

Find out if there are problem-solving plans and decision-making guidelines. 

Research state of the workplaces are adequately organised, supplied, optimised and kept in order.

Assess competencies of process executors.

Research potential cost and time-saving opportunities. 

Research if any technological or organisational changes could save resources, workforce or time.

www.minit.io
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